Unfortunately I lost audio at the beginning, but fortunately I repeated the opening later on after the class tried the first tutorial in the text.
Keep the Default.aspx name.
This is my heading
This is my heading

Click
Be sure that you have the tool bar with formatting checked - get here from view and then toolbars.
You want Ctrl + F5 so click on the Run without debugging.
This is my heading

Running in the browser.
This is my heading

Click

Hello World

After click...
This is my heading

Jane

Click

Hello World Jane
On the form I added a check box.
This is my heading
This is a repeat of the startup.
There are no usable controls in this group. Drag an item onto the text to add it to the toolbox.
This is the source. I click on design to see the layout.

Split will show both.
This is my heading

Click

CI Major

[KeyDown]
This is my heading

Click

[No音]

[Ch Major]
&= means concatenate with what is currently lblMsg.
This is my heading

John Doe

CI Major

Thank you for enrolling at BCC John Doe
This is my heading

John Doe

CJ Major

Thank you for enrolling at BCC John Doe see a CJ advisor if you have questions
This is my heading

Click

[C Major]

[BB log]
This is my heading
This is my heading

Click

- CI Major

This is another heading
This is my heading

Click

C Major

This is another heading